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Cross-lingual Entity Linking 

Language A Language B 
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Cross-lingual Relation Linking 

Language B 

DiCaprio 
appeared in 
Titanic 

DiCaprio 
spielt in 
Titanic 

dbpedia-owl:starring 
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Entity vs. Relation Linking 

Named Entities similar 
across languages 

 
Many non-English labels 

  Lots of training data 

Ø Hard 

  High variability how relation 
can be expressed 

 
One English predicate label 
per language 

No training data 

Ø Harder 
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Representations of Entities vs. Relations 

 

 http://km.aifb.kit.edu/
services/nlp-dbpedia/ 

 

 Pattern formalism 

 Output: List of graphs 
per relation 
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<frame displayName="ban.01" ID="F541" sentenceID="57" tokenID="57.6" >
        <argument displayName="cult" role="A1:Theme" id="W544" />
        <argument displayName="imperial_roman" role="A0:Agent" id="E1" />

        <descriptions>
               <description URI="00796392-v" displayName="ban" knowledgeBase="WordNet-3.0" />
        </descriptions>
</frame>

<DetectedTopic URL="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Cult_(religious_practice)" mention="cults"
       displayName="Cult (religious practice)" from="7064" to="7069" weight="0.01" \>
<DetectedTopic URL="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Roman_Empire" mention="Roman authorities"
       displayName="Roman Empire" from="7089" to="7106" weight="0.393" \>

Only a few cults were banned by the Roman authorities...

SR
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Cross-lingual Relation Clustering and 
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Dependency Parsing vs Semantic Parsing 

  Advantage of a semantic over shallow syntactic representation 
2 TOWARDS A LANGUAGE-INDEPENDENT SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION 4

Figure 2.1: Dependency parse trees and PoS tags of two example sentences. Despite semantic

similarity, di↵erent syntactic structures produce dissimilar parse trees. The abbreviated tags are

clarified in the legend.

vocabulary.

Due to its enormous size and coverage, the English DBpedia can be considered a reliable,

structured reference resource for describing other information regardless of the source language.

In a similar form, this idea is reflected by [Tomasev et al., 2013] and [Kobilarov et al., 2009].

The former treat English as a hub language in document linking for language pairs with little

direct overlap in the knowledge base (KB), while the latter view DBpedia as the main data hub

to connect other KBs. This concept shall also be an important characteristic of the cross-lingual

approach to relation clustering, which is central to this thesis.

2.2 Multilingual Linguistic Processing Methods

2.2.1 Syntactic Dependency Parsing

A typical written or spoken sentence regardless of language typically contains words that express

action. Other words of the same sentence represent things, which the action relates to, or

qualities of these things or the action itself. The former are known as verbs, while the latter are

represented by nouns, adjectives and adverbs along with a few other word classes. These and

other constituents are known from linguistics as parts of speech (PoS), while the corresponding

NLP function that identifies the class of each word in a sentence is called PoS tagging. Syntactic

dependency parsing, another fundamental NLP task, puts these items into a tree structure and

specifies their mutual dependencies and syntactic functions within the sentence.

Figure 2.1 shows two dependency parse trees produced for two example sentences using the
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Multi-lingual SRL Graphs 2 TOWARDS A LANGUAGE-INDEPENDENT SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION 7

Spanish sentence 1:
En mayo de 1937 el Deutschland estaba 
atracado en el puerto de Palma, en Mallorca, 
junto con otros barcos de guerra neutrales de 
las armadas británica e italiana.

atracado

barcos

puerto

[WordNet: 04194289-n]

[moor.01|wharf.03]

[dbr: Port]

AM-ADV

AM-LOC

English sentence 2:
In May 1937, the ship was docked in the port 
of Palma on the island of Majorca, along with 
several other neutral warships, including 
vessels from the British and Italian navies.

docked

ship

port

[WordNet: 04194289-n]

[dock.01]

[dbr: Port]

A1:Theme

AM-LOC

island

[dbr: Island]

May

AM-DIS

[WordNet: 15211484-n]

AM-LOC

Spanish sentence 3:
Los problemas en sus motores obligaron a una 
serie de reparaciones que culminaron en una 
revisión completa a fines de 1943, tras lo que 
el barco permaneció en el Mar Báltico. 

[WordNet: 04194289-n]

permaneció

Mar Báltico

barco

[dbr: Baltic_Sea]

[wait.01]

[dbr: Boat]

A2:Locatio
n

A1:Theme

English sentence 4:
Engine problems forced a series of repairs 
culminating in a complete overhaul at the end 
of 1943, after which the ship remained in the 
Baltic.

[WordNet: 04194289-n]

remained

Baltic

ship

[dbr: Baltic_Sea]

[remain.01|stay.01]

AM-LOC

A1:Theme

Figure 2.3: Cross-lingual SRL graphs extracted from English and Spanish sentences.

2.4 Concluding Example and Definitions

The conception of this chapter is that of a step-by-step guide showing the path from unstructured

plain text to a structured, language-independent semantic representation. This concluding section

provides clarifications and definitions to formalise the concepts introduced, and to prepare the

ground for detailed discussions in the next sections.

Figure 2.3 illustrates four cross-lingual SRL graphs along with corresponding sentences in English

and Spanish. The directed edges are labelled with the semantic roles of the adjacent arguments.

The arguments are visualized by their mention strings and annotated with KB entity URIs

from WordNet or DBpedia (drb stands for the name space http://dbpedia.org/resource/ ). The

predicates in the graph roots are specified by their mention string and WordNet synset name.

Definition 1: Relation (textual): Relation expressed in a text sentence; represented by the

syntactic predicate of the sentence, which, in turn, is further specified by its SRL graph.

Example: “Alice married Bob.”! Predicate and textual relation here is “to marry”.
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Cross-lingual Meaning Representation 
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<frame displayName="ban.01" ID="F541" sentenceID="57" tokenID="57.6" >
        <argument displayName="cult" role="A1:Theme" id="W544" />
        <argument displayName="imperial_roman" role="A0:Agent" id="E1" />

        <descriptions>
               <description URI="00796392-v" displayName="ban" knowledgeBase="WordNet-3.0" />
        </descriptions>
</frame>

<DetectedTopic URL="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Cult_(religious_practice)" mention="cults"
       displayName="Cult (religious practice)" from="7064" to="7069" weight="0.01" \>
<DetectedTopic URL="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Roman_Empire" mention="Roman authorities"
       displayName="Roman Empire" from="7089" to="7106" weight="0.393" \>

Only a few cults were banned by the Roman authorities...

SR
L ...

banned

cults

Roman authorities

[dbr: Cult_(religious_practice)]

[ban.01]

[dbr: Roman_Empire]
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Entity Linking tool: 
https://people.aifb.kit.edu/lzh/xlisa/ 
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Similarity Metrics for SRL Graphs 

  Three symmetric measures to quantify similarity of graph pairs 

  Compare root predicates 𝑝(𝑔) 

  Jaccard similarity of the predicates‘  
 annotated argument sets  𝐴(𝑔) 

Jaccard similarity of the predicates‘  
 role label sets 𝐵(𝑔) 
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Similarity Matrix 

  Extended Similarity Matrix 𝑆↑∗  
  Linear combination of 𝑚1,  𝑚2,  𝑚3 

Apply cross-lingual constraint 
decrease weight of monolingual 
predicate graph pairs 
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Resulting Similarity Matrix 
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atracado remained docked permaneció
atracado 0.66 1.35 0.33
remained - 1.06 2.38

docked - - 0.65
permaneció - - -

atracado

barcos

puerto

[WordNet: 04194289-n]

[moor.01|wharf.03]

[dbr: Port]

AM-ADV

AM-LOC

docked

ship

port

[WordNet: 04194289-n]

[dock.01]

[dbr: Port]

A1:Theme

AM-LOC

island

[dbr: Island]

May
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[WordNet: 15211484-n]

A
M
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[WordNet: 04194289-n]

permaneció

Mar Báltico
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[dbr: Baltic_ Sea]

[wait.01]
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[WordNet: 04194289-n]
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ship

[dbr: Baltic_ Sea]

[remain.01|stay.01]

AM-LOC

A1:Theme

6

6

6

6

Figure 4.3: Continuation of the introductory example form Sec. 2.4: kernel matrix indicating

two plausible cross-lingual clusters of relation expressions.

4.3.2 Sandbox Example

Figure 2.3, initially introduced in Sec. 2.4, contains an example of two English and two Spanish

sentences along with their respective cross-lingual SRL graphs. It should be noted that the graph

instances of this showcase are found in the real dataset and were not constructed artificially. In

this section, the same example is continued in Figure 4.3, which shows the symmetrical similarity

matrix computed on these four example graphs.

The similarity values are given by an equally-weighted sum of all six kernel functions, which

explains the amount of self-similarity on the diagonal. The values outside of the matrix diagonal

are constituted exclusively by the language-independent metrics m3, m4, m5 and m6.

It is interesting to observe how the language-independent features of the four graphs enable

the automatic formation of two plausible cross-lingual clusters 11 : [remained, permaneció] and

[docked, atracado], indicated by the two highest values in the kernel matrix.

The following sections explain how the system behind this showcase is scaled up to thousands of

relation expressions.

4.4 Algorithms for Clustering of Relation Expressions

According to intuitive textbook definition as the ones provided by [Xu and Wunsch, 2008] and

[Duda et al., 2001], clustering is the process of partitioning data items into groups, also termed

clusters, whereby the items of the same group are most alike and most dissimilar to items from

other groups.

11Spanish-English translations: permanecer – to stay, to remain; atracar – to dock at, to moor.
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Result of Spectral Clustering 
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(a) w
monoling

= 0, c = 500, k = 100

(b) w
monoling

= 1, c = 200, k = 100

Figure 4.7: Examples of clusters from the long articles sample.

Figure 4.8 shows examples from a short articles clustering of the combined similarity matrix Ŝ

(Eq. 4.13) with moderate monolingual inhibition of 50%. Blue italic font denotes the English,

green italic the Spanish relation expressions, with corresponding predicate synset names in plain

grey font. Clusters 488 and 102 demonstrate plausible and clean cross-lingual groups of relation

expressions that can be summarised as hto advance, to promotei and hto announcei respectively.
Cluster 389, on the other hand, contains only synonymous Spanish relation expressions of the

meaning hto identify, to detecti.

The examples presented in this section graphically demonstrate that the approach implemented

in this work is able to produce sensible cross-lingual semantic abstractions of multilingual relation

expressions solely through unsupervised learning from appropriate data.

ClusterID 488

advertise.01|promote.02

anuncio

commit.01|devote.01|dedicate.01

dedicated

Ascendió,promoted,progressed,progress

advance.01

advanced,further,promueve,promovido

promote.02|further.01|encourage.02|advance.01

promote.00

promoted(x4)

advance.00

advance(x3)

ClusterID 102

announce.01

proclamado(x3),proclamada,proclamadas,proclamó,

anunció(x6),anuncia,anunciaron,announced(x2)

announce.00

announced(x2)

identificar.00 

identificadas

ClusterID 389

descubierta,encontró

detect.01|notice.01|observe.01 

Figure 4.8: Examples obtained from a clustering of the combined kernel matrix Ŝ with paramerter

set (w
monoling

= 0.5, k = 50, c = 500) on the short articles sample.
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Linking Predicate Clusters to  
DBpedia Properties 

  For a given cluster of predicate graphs, generate a list of candidate 
DBpedia properties 

  collect the contained entities 
  query DBpedia for the set of associated in- and outbound properties 
  Rank the candidates by their absolute frequency 
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EVALUATION QALD 
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QALD Challenge 

  Identify the formal properties contained in a natural-language question 
  Multilingual Question Answering over Linked Data 4 (Task-1 of QALD4) 

  188 in-scope questions in EN and ES 
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Baselines 

  Baseline 1: String Similarity-based Property Linking 
  between the question tokens and all DBpedia property labels  
  Naive, mono-lingual due to labels mostly in EN 

  Baseline 2: Entity-based Property Linking 
  Query properties of entities appearing in the given question 
  String similarity between property labels and question tokens 

Two ways to extract entities from question: 
  WITHOUT SRL: Do plain entity linking 
  WITH SRL: Generate SRL graph and take only the annotated 
arguments 
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Results: Baseline Performance 

  Baseline1  

  Baseline 2 
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Results: Effect of diversity of data 
lang.

clustering configuration performance [%]
metric #clusters #eigenvectors w

monolingual

precision recall F1

ES m2 500 100 0.0 30.19 28.57 29.36
ES m2 200 100 0.0 30.05 28.44 29.22
ES m2 100 50 0.0 30.05 28.19 29.09
ES m2 200 50 0.0 29.77 28.19 28.96

EN m2 200 50 0.0 29.52 27.24 28.33
EN m2 100 50 0.0 29.44 27.09 28.22
EN m2 200 100 0.0 29.13 26.91 27.97
EN m2 10 50 0.0 28.99 26.74 27.82

Table 3: Best performing grounded clusters configurations for QALD-4 questions.

lang.
clustering configuration performance [%]

dataset # clusters # eigenvectors w
monolingual

precision recall F1

EN 2 (short) 200 100 0.0 27.09 26.25 26.67
EN 2 (short) 200 50 0.0 24.12 23.85 23.98
ES 2 (short) 200 100 0.0 28.70 27.47 28.07
ES 2 (short) 200 50 0.0 27.68 26.50 27.07

EN l (long) 200 100 0.0 21.30 21.00 21.15
EN l (long) 200 100 0.0 20.38 20.19 20.28
ES l (long) 200 50 0.0 21.33 20.87 21.10
ES l (long) 200 50 0.0 18.98 18.64 18.81

Table 4: Best performing results for ”short articles” vs ”long articles”.

consistent improvement over our baselines for English, and even more so for the
Spanish language.

To investigate the e↵ect of input data and parameter choice on the quality
of results, we conducted further experiments, which involved grounded clusters
computed on a weighted sum of all metrics with cross-lingual constraints. In
particular, we demonstrate the e↵ect of the short- versus long-articles dataset, i.e.
the impact of more diverse input data. Table 4 shows results of this comparison.
Obviously, shorter and more concise articles seem to produce SRL graphs
with more meaningful clusters. It would be interesting to evaluate whether
co-reference resolution would improve the performance for longer articles.

Another aspect of interest is the e↵ect of the number of Eigenvectors
within the spectral clustering algorithm. This parameter greatly increases the
computational resources needed to compute the clustering. But our experimental
results also clearly show an advantage of a high number of Eigenvectors (Tab.
5).

Both experiments revealed that more input data as well as higher-dimensional
clustering has the potential to further improve the performance of our approach.
Another incentive for scaling those dimensions is to cover the long tail of
relation expressions. Still, we would argue that this limited evaluation clearly
demonstrates the benefits of our approach, since we outperform Baseline 2 by
about 6% and Baseline 2 is comparable to what is used in most of the related
work. That shows a big potential to improve those QA systems.

13

annotated SRL graphs were extracted from more than 300,000 pairs of language
link-connected English and Spanish Wikipedia articles.

In order to get an initial assessment of our approach we conducted our
experiments on two samples of the original data. Table 1 provides an overview
of the key dataset statistics. Dataset 1 consists of a random sample of long
Wikipedia article pairs, which together sum up to approximately 25,000 SRL
graph instances. The second sample with a similar number of graphs was derived
from randomly selected short article pairs in order to provide a wider coverage
of di↵erent topics and corresponding DBpedia entities.

Dataset 1: ”long articles” Dataset 2: ”short articles”
English Spanish English Spanish

# documents 29 29 1,063 1,063
# extracted graphs 10,421 14,864 13,009 12,402
# mentioned DBpedia entities 2,065 13,870
# unique DBpedia entities 1,379 6,300

Table 1: Key statistics of the data sets used for our experiments.

Baseline 1: String Similarity-based Property Linking This first näıve
baseline links properties based on string similarity between the question tokens
and DBpedia property labels. Given a question from the QALD-4 training
dataset, we firstly obtain the question tokens using the Penn treebank-trained
tokenizer. In the next step, each token is assigned the one DBpedia property
with the highest string similarity between its label and the token string.
String similarity is measured by means of the normalized Damerau-Levenshtein
distance. For each token, the one property with the highest label similarity enters
the candidate set. Finally, the identified candidate properties are evaluated
against the QALD-4 gold-standard properties. Because the vast majority of
property labels are of English origin, we could not apply this baseline to Spanish
QALD-4 data.

Baseline 2: Entity-based Property Linking Baseline 2 takes a more
sophisticated approach to finding good candidate properties. For this baseline,
we first use the set of entities associated with a given question for linking
of candidate properties exactly the same way as we perform grounding of
cross-lingual SRL graph clusters (Sec. 5.1). In the next step, the list of candidate
properties is pruned by thresholding the normalized Damerau-Levenshtein
similarity of their labels to the question tokens. Again, this will have negative
e↵ect on the performance for Spanish-language questions for the same reasons as
discussed in 7.2. We report results for two variations of this baseline, which di↵er
in the mode of entity retrieval for a given question: In the first case, entities are
collected from the cross-lingual annotated SRL graphs, while in the second case
we obtain the entities directly from the output of the entity linking tool.

11
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Results: Effect of # of eigenvectors 

  More eigenvectors increases performance 
  Outperforms Baseline 2 by ca. 6%  
  Robust in terms of input language 

lang.
clustering configuration performance [%]

dataset #clusters #eigenvectors w
monolingual

precision recall F1

EN 2 (short) 500 500 0.5 27.65 27.15 27.04
EN 2 (short) 200 200 0.5 27.23 26.87 27.05
ES 2 (short) 200 500 0.5 29.09 27.35 28.19
ES 2 (short) 200 300 0.5 29.09 27.35 28.19

EN 2 (short) 200 50 0.5 25.00 24.56 24.77
EN 2 (short) 500 50 0.5 21.58 21.49 21.53
ES 2 (short) 200 50 0.5 18.02 17.94 17.98
ES 2 (short) 500 50 0.5 13.24 13.24 13.24

Table 5: Best performing results in respect to number of eigenvectors.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper introduces an approach to unsupervised learning of a cross-lingual
semantic representation of relations expressed in text. To the best of our
knowledge this is the first meaning representation induced from text that is
i) cross-lingual, ii) builds on semantic instead of shallow syntactic features, and
iii) generalizes over relation expressions. The resulting clusters of semantically
related relation graphs can be linked to DBpedia properties and thus support
tasks like question answering over linked data. Our results show that we can
clearly outperform baseline approaches on the sub-task of property linking.

Directions for future work include, learning the semantic representation
from more documents. Our current implementation serves as a strong
proof-of-concept, but does not yet cover the long tail of relation expressions
su�ciently. Including all Wikipedia articles resulting in millions of graphs is
merely an engineering challenge, only the clustering step would need to be
adjusted. In addition, we would like to assess the potential of our approach
to discover novel relation-types (and their instantiations) to the knowledge base.
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under grant agreement no. 611346.
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Cross-lingual Semantic Clusters of Relations  

Extract relation expressions from different languages 

Extracted expressions are embedded in a semantic 
graph, describing the context this expression appears in. 

 
Semantically-related relation expressions and their 
associated context are disambiguated and clustered 
across languages.  

If existing, relation clusters are linked to their 
corresponding property in the English DBpedia  
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QUESTIONS? 
Thank you! 


